Image segmentation is typically used to distinguish objects that exist in an image. However, it remains difficult to accommodate favourable thresholding in multimodal image histogram problem with specifically desired number of thresholds. This research proposes a novel approach to find thresholds in multimodal grayscale image histogram. This method consists of histogram smoothing, identification of peak(s) and valley(s), and merging process using hierarchical cluster analysis. Using five images that consisted of grayscale and converted-to-grayscale images. This method yields maximum value of accuracy, precision, and recall of 99.93%, 99.75%, and 99.75% respectively. These results are better than the similar peak finding method in multimodal grayscale image segmentation.
Introduction
Image thresholding has been a challenging concept in image processing, especially in image segmentation. One of its usages is defining different objects in image and the background of image based on the color similarity. The main concept of image thresholding is composed by searching the best value of color intensity that able to distinguish a region of similar color and the different color. Although we have been discussing about colors before, image thres-holding is also important in grayscale images. The automatic object recognition in grayscale images is necessarily used because of hardly normal human observation. The grayscale image covers the cases of text recognition [1] or several other cases reviewed in literature by Chi, et al [2] .
A research by Otsu [3] , which has been popularly used until now, proposed a simple method based on the variances between and within so-called foreground class and background class to find the best value to differentiate an object and its background in a grayscale image. But, it lacked in cases of multimodal type of grayscale intensity distribution of the grayscale color intensity histogram. Otsu's approach of solving the problem of multimodal grayscale intensity histogram refers to longer execution time and more memory consumption.
A further approach by Papamarkos and Gatos [1] examined the hill-clustering process of grayscale intensity histogram, and then linearly approximated the histogram segments, and lastly used a one-dimensional search method to find the values of applicable thresholds. This method gave better differentiation by multilevel thresholds in multimodal histogram images, which compared by Otsu [3] , Kapur [4] , and Reddi [5] . Meanwhile, this method still utilized complex mathematical approach to find the thresholds and cannot adapt to flexible multithresholding on a multimodal image histogram in a desired number of thresholds. This paper proposes a novel approach to solve the multithresholding problem in more flexible way by taking histogram smoothing method, peak finding, inter-class variance, and hierarchical analysis, inspired by method of Arifin and Asano [6] into account. Peak finding is considered to be a better approach through the assumption that a threshold always resides between two peaks [7, 8] of mode in image histogram. Then, this method proposes a new approach in adaptability using merging technique through hierarchical cluster analysis, which happ-ens when the number of discovered threshold is more than the desired threshold.
This paper is composed as follows: second section reviews the algorithms and their basic concepts, third section presents the general implementation of the method and displays the comparison of result between this method and the two other methods is that Papamarkos and Gatos and Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher's segmen-tation method, and last section concludes our method in addition of the discussion and further works.
Methods

Image Thresholding
Earlier part of this section describes about the image thresholding in multimodal image case. Then, the next part explains about histogram smoothing, peak finding, peaks and valleys identification, the proposed significant peaks identification, and the merging by hierarchical cluster analysis using the between class variance.
Image thresholds are generally found through the valley between two peaks of adjacent modes in a histogram [7, 8] of color intensity value of an image. In this paper, the approach to get the best value of valleys, which assumed as the thresholds of multimodal image, starts from the smoothed histogram. The smoothing is used because the original histogram of multimodal image contains noises which deliver to high and unnecessary computation [9, 10] to find a good threshold between them. It is possible that a valley between two peaks of mode is not a good threshold. Illustrated in Figure 1 , the valleys T1, T 3 , and T 5 of an multimodal image histogram don't give a significant result if they are considered as threshold since they don't separate the modes well.
To find the good thresholds instead of unnecessary valleys, first, this paper finds all the possible valley(s) and peak(s), including unnecessary ones of smoothed histogram through the derivatives of the values, which can be calculated by the difference of adjacent value of grayscale intensity.
After that, a mechanism of peak finding based on gradient change and identi-fication is used to get more robust peaks. Then, a value between two peaks, so-called valley, is decided as a threshold by iterating all the values between two peaks to differentiate two modes.
After a histogram of a grayscale image is extracted, the peak finding algorithm is executed, which starts from histogram smoothing, then peaks and valleys identification. The histogram smoothing is described as follows.
Histogram smoothing is used to remove rough curves, which considered as noises, which happen in the original histogram. The rough curves can yield into numerous valleys and peaks. Then, a simple averaging is used to acquire ′( ), a smooth histogram ′ at level from five original histogram value ( − ), ( − ), ( ), ( + ), and ( + ) in equation (1) .
The denominator is determined using the method of Tan and Isa [11] . The new approach is if the histogram is not smooth enough, as the before and after smoothing process still has a big difference, the smoothing process is continuously executed until the before and after histogram smoothing yields a smooth histogram.
Then, we identify the peaks and valleys through simple comparison of the frequency of grayscale intensity, which ranged from 0 to 255, in the histogram by similar actions of Tan and Isa's. If the frequency of another intensity is higher than its adjacent intensities, it is considered as a peak
. If the frequency of an intensity is lower than its adjacent intensities, it is considered as a valley . The requirement of peaks identification are shown in equation (2) and the requirements of valleys identification are shown in equation(3).
Here, ′( ) represents the frequency of smoothed histograms the grayscale intensity , valued 0-255, that appears in the image. In order of appearance, ′( − )and ′( + )represent the frequencies of the intensity before and after smoothed histogram at intensity .
Afterthat, a selection method which modifies the fuzzy rule of the research by Tan and Isa [11] is proposed to acquire more robust peaks and valleys identification. A -th peak that came from discontinued tail of histogram curve can be removed here because there's no valley after it, or if the intensity of -th peak before intensity of a -th valley shown in (4) . And also, if there's -th peak ( that has frequency below a neighboring -th valley and + -th valley + can't be considered as a peak because its frequency ′( ), unfortunately, is below the frequency of those valleys ′( ) and ′( + ), shown in (5).
Hence, as discussed before, to find a good threshold, we use the between class variance (BCV), which can be found in Otsu's research [3] . The BCV of every pixel between two peaks of histogram is considered, using the probability histogram that converts frequency into [0, 1] by dividing each frequency of intensity value ′( ) of a smoothed histogram ′ in intensity level by the number of pixel in the image , shown in equation (6) and equation (7).
The BCV is computed from sum of the probabilities ( ) at any intensity of two regions and limited by intensity of two valleys, which are intensity of -th valley and + -th valley + and separated by an intensity of + -th valley + , and then an optimal value of grayscale intensity which has probability ( ) between two adjacent peaks, let's say -th and + -th peaks which has probability ( ) and ( + ) which produces biggest BCV is chosen. A set of BCV is computed through every peaks in image histogram, which has peaks. The process is shown from equation (8) through (10) . Those processes iteratively computed as much as the number of peaks existed in the smoothed image histogram, which yields a set of BCV.
The hierarchical cluster analysis happens while the number thresholds found in this approach is more than desired threshold actually. The hierarchical merging starts from the removal of the peak which has the smallest BCV, or we can say -th BCV , which considers peak of set , and merges it to adjacent classes, left or right, depends on which side that produces the bigger BCV as described in equation (11) .
Finally, the desired threshold is achieved by executing a loop of iterative BCV computation which initially grows from peaks in grayscale image histogram.
Results and Analysis
The methods explained before are implemented using MATLAB and several original grayscale and color-converted-to-grayscale images are used for this research. The method is compared by similar peak finding method [1] , which uses linear programming. The flow of the algorithm is shown by Figure 2 .
The images used in this research are Lena, Cameramen, Rice, Peppers, and Mountain. They are displayed in Figure 3 . To evaluate the result of image segmentation, we use the accuracy, precision and recall of image segmentation, which derived from confusion matrix as illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen that there are true segments of ground truth and found segments of classified segments by the method. If is more than , it means that there is a segment from the evaluated method which is not considered as a segment. To choose the unconsidered classified segment, we use the minimum value of two or more segment which then removed from the evaluation. Otherwise, if is less than , the ground truth segment, which has two or more segments classified into it, is forced to choose the segment that has more pixel that correctly classified into it. Each cells ( , ) in confusion matrix represents the number of pixels that the method classifies into segment and actually it should be classified into segment .
The accuracy, precision, and recall are presented in the percentage numbers and respectively can be seen on equation (12), equation (13), and equation (14). If the metric values are higher, the performance of the method is better.
(10) Figure 5 shows the multimodal grayscale image histogram of each sample images and also the result of the thresholding process using the de- sired input of thresholds. Even though the thresholds does not seem correctly drives to the valley, which considered the best threshold, it approximates the value of the valley. The result of other method [12] is colored because its output is really in colors. This research compares the result of proposed segmentation method with the ground truth segmentation, Papamarkos and Gatos' segmentation method [1] . The ground truth segmentations results of segmented image and the other method [1] and [12] , are presented in Figure 6 . The threshold re- sults of our proposed method, other method [1] and the ground truth are presented in Table 1 . Table 2 presents the number of segments in the output produced in each segmentation method. The three metrics are used to evaluate the quality of our method compared with the other method in case of the sample images. The performance evaluation is presented in Table 3 . Table 1 shows that the proposed method is more adaptable to do image multithresholding into favorable number of segments of ground truth than other method [1] . The other method can't approach the ground truth's number of threshold of most of sample images, except the pepper image. This shows that our method is more adaptable into determining the number of desired threshold even though by input. Initially it finds more or equal number of thresholds than the desired thresholds and merges them into equal number of thresholds. Meanwhile, the other method automatically acquires the thresholds but it drives to different number of thresholds comparing to the ground truth. On the other hand, the method of graphbase segmentation [12] are not presented because it does not produce the threshold for peak finding methods. Table 2 shows the number of segments produced by every segmentation method tested in this research with the ground truth. Our proposed method results a completely exact number of segment within the ground truth. Meanwhile, the other method by Papamarkos and Gatos [1] produced a nearly same number of segments within ground truth. But, the method by Felzenszwalb [12] , which focused in segmentation based on the graph efficiency concept, produced too-many number of segments (except for Mountain image). Consequently, it does not apply to a desired number of segment, which leads to the inappropriate approach to the case. Hence, in order of success, the proposed method and Papamarkos and Gatos' method are nearly adaptable towards the sample images. Table 3 shows the comparison of evaluation between the proposed method and the other method [1] , in which better value is bold formatted. Graph based segmentation [12] evaluation is not calculated due to its numerous segments that it had produced, except for the mountain case. It can be inferred that the proposed method, in majority, has better accuracy, precision and recall than the other. So that, in the term of classification by the ground truth, our method is better than the method of Papamarkos and Gatos, except the recall in case of Lena image. In the case of Lena image, our proposed method did not approximate the thres-hold too far from the exact ground truth, while the method of Papamarkos and Gatos has better approximation to the ground truth.
In summary, it has been proved that this method is adaptable to find multithresholds than the other method that separates modals in the multimodal grayscale image histogram. The approach of peak finding is used because a good threshold resides between two peaks of image histogram [7, 8] . The iterative search of the value depends on the biggest distance measured by between class variance of that value, which later called a threshold of the image. After numerous thresholds are found, it is possible that there are more thresholds than the desired, so a strategy of merging and peak removal considering the minimum between class variance value is used to get better multithreshold.
Unfortunately, during the process of the execution of the segmentation, which been stated before, an iterative computation of all pixel between pair of adjacent peaks causes several inefficient computation. So that, a better approach to approximate the value of BCV in merging process could be considered as a good extension. On the other hand, our proposed method, which proved an excellent result in grayscale image, can be developed into color image segmentation in future.
Conclusion
In this research, we have presented a new and simple multithresholding by peak finding method and the hierarchical analysis using between class variance in grayscale images. It has been found that the method proposed in this paper used simple statistical operation such as averaging to yield the smooth histogram, and finding minimum value of between class variance which used to merging process later.
Evaluation of five sample images, which were originally grayscale images and converted-tograyscale images, had showed that the proposed method, which initially has smaller number of peaks to be processed later, was more adaptable by the desired number of threshold than the automatic multithresholding method. And also, in the term of the image segmentation, it yielded better thresholds than the other methods by Papamarkos and Gatos.
This method had a disadvantage in recomputing whole between class variances of all pixels between two peaks in merging process. This leads to an improvement to minimize the computation using more efficient approach. Meanwhile, the proposed method lead chances to extend this method to color image segmentation, instead of grayscale image only.
